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Background: The healthcare environment has changed with society in recent years; the nurses have to face the different kinds of the 
impact in their care process. Patients and their families expect to receive more good care; as well as there are fewer children in the 
family. Those factors make them more demanding to the nurses for takes care of newborns, sick children and adult patients. Thus, the 
nurses working in maternity and child care hospitals are also facing many challenges. The aim of this study was to explore the work-
related stress influencing gynecological, obstetrics and pediatric nurses, and the factors related to this stress.  

Methods: This study was conducted at a gynecological, obstetrics and pediatric teaching hospital in northern Taiwan. The nurses had 
to agree and completed the inform consent, and then they were eligible for the study. Nurses who were on extended sick leave or on an 
extended period of unpaid leave were excluded. Data were collected by a questionnaire from 185 nurses. The content of the structured 
questionnaire included an experience of work-related stress and reaction to work-related stress. This questionnaire was revised after 
the assessment of expert validity and a pilot study. 

Results: Regarding the psychological reaction to work-related stress, the response with the highest score (3.98±1.01 points) was “I 
often experience anxiety because of pressure resulting from manpower shortages.” No statistically significant differences (p>0.05) in 
variables were found. As regards the physiological response to work-related stress, the response with the highest score (4.12±0.87 
points) was “When at work, I often experience back pain and discomfort in my hands and feet”. For these responses, there was the 
statistically significant difference (p<0.05) including age groups, years of service, working units, forms of employment, and working 
shifts. 

Conclusions: The work stress and stress response of nurses are important factors affecting occupational health. The work-related 
stress of nurses should be taken more attention and provide strategies to relieve their stress.
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